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LINEARISATION INSTABILITIES OF THE MASSIVE NONSYMMETRIC
GRAVITATIONAL THEORY
M. A. CLAYTON
Abstract. The massive nonsymmetric gravitational theory is shown to posses a linearisation in-
stability at purely GR eld congurations, disallowing the use of the linear approximation in these
situations. It is also shown that arbitrarily small antisymmetric sector Cauchy data leads to singular
evolution unless an ad hoc condition is imposed on the initial data hypersurface.
Introduction
The Nonsymmetric Gravitational Theory (NGT) [25, 26, 27] grew out of a reinterpretation
of Einstein's unied eld theory [12, 13] as a theory of gravitation alone, thereby bypassing the
problems associated with interpreting the additional structure as representing the electromagnetic
eld [15, 3]. What did not disappear in this reinterpretation were the problems associated with
identifying the spacetime metric [39], especially in light of the fact that the theory possessed three
light cones [24]. (The massive theory considered herein will also possess multiple light cones,
although they are not known at this time. The set of metrics (up to a conformal factor) that
describe these light cones will be denoted in general by fg
c
g.) There were earlier indications of
problems with NGT [21, 19, 20], claried by Damour, Deser and McCarthy [9, 10], who showed
that the wave solutions of the weak eld equations did not decrease at large distances from the
source along the forward light cone (this has been summarised by the present author in [5]).
The theory was subsequently altered into what will be referred to as the massive Nonsymmetric
Gravitational Theory (mNGT) [22, 28, 29] by requiring that the linearised eld equations reduce
to those of a massive Kalb-Ramond eld, guaranteeing that the linearised elds are well-behaved
asymptotically far from the source [5]. This alteration required that constraints be present in the
linearised eld equations, which have since been shown to be absent in the nonperturbative theory
[4].
The purpose of the present work is to examine the form of the exact eld equations near initially
GR eld congurations, demonstrating the fact that the exact evolution of the system is not well
approximated by the linearised system. It will therefore have been shown that mNGT is not
linearisation stable about GR spacetimes, and so the linearisation which guided the construction of
the action does not describe the theory even in an approximate sense. Furthermore, it will be shown
that unless an ad hoc constraint is imposed on the initial data hypersurface, unboundedly large
velocities occur for arbitrarily small antisymmetric sector elds. This indicates a Cauchy instability,
since the eld conguration at an innitesimally small time later will not depend smoothly on the
initial data near a GR conguration [14].
The paper will consist of two sections: the rst will review the eld equations of mNGT in
3+ 1 decomposed form, and the second will explore the above issues, making it clear how and why
the nave linearisation fails. The discussion of mNGT is by no means complete. The rst section
has been included in order to state as completely and clearly as possible the starting point of the
analysis, further details about the formalism and the decomposition may be found in [4].
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1. The Field Equations
What will be given here is a summary of the space and time decomposition performed in [4]
that was used to consider the Cauchy problem in NGT. Spacetime has been foliated into spacelike




)jt 2 I  Rg, where the metric of spacetime has been operationally
identied with the symmetric components of the inverse of the fundamental tensor of NGT g
(AB)
.




, where fa; b; : : :g 2 f1; 2; 3g
and the index `?' indicates a component normal to the hypersurface .
Although much of the formalism has been based on g
(AB)





and therefore represents a physical measure of spacetime (although this was the case in UFT or
NGT [24]). Since Cauchy data which is arbitrarily close to a GR conguration will be considered
here, one expects that all of these metrics should be equivalent in the limit [24].
A surface compatible basis has been chosen on each 
t
[4] so that the symmetric components of



















































N , where (N;N
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= 0. The spatial part of the fundamental tensor is given as the






















Note that invertibility of the fundamental tensor (1.2a) is required in order that the volume element
in the action be nondegenerate, which in turn requires that G
ab
exist.
In this formulation, an antisymmetric tensor 
A
BC
has been introduced, and a torsion-free space-
time covariant derivative has been dened with components  
A
BC
. These four-dimensional covariant






















































































= 0, and k
[ab]



























where by denition j
ab
is an antisymmetric surface tensor. The vector eld W
A
that appears in








































































































































the rst of which is dened for notational convenience, and the remaining are symmetric and
antisymmetric sector contributions from tensors that have had indices `raised' by 
ab
.
In the Hamiltonian formalism of mNGT described in [4], the canonical momenta are weakly



























appears as a fundamental
eld in the action of mNGT. (In [4] there was an additional pair of symmetric sector coordinates
that do not exist in typical Cauchy analyses of GR: (p; u), which are removable by making use of










. The density has been written as


































(The weak equality in the third relation indicates that it appears as a condition enforced by La-






is enforced by an auxiliary Lagrange multiplier, and results in:






Some of the remaining symmetric sector Lagrange multipliers that appear in (1.3) may be easily








































































































can be used to uniquely solve for  
a
bc
provided the inverse of 
(ab)
exists (using the same method
as given in [4]). (The Lagrange multipliers v
a
b
must be replaced in (1.10c) in order to solve for the
surface connection coecients, since they depend explicitly on  
a
bc
.) In the antisymmetric sector
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The general solution of the full set of Lagrange multipliers is highly nontrivial, but will not be
required here. Only the relation that determines b
a
in terms of Cauchy data (isolated by taking





































































will be necessary in order to demonstrate the result. It is this rather surprising ability to isolate
a relation that determines b
a
from the rest of the Lagrange multipliers that allows the analysis in
the next section to be performed in a fairly straightforward manner.





























































































Indices have been `raised' or `lowered' by 
(ab)
























has been employed. The 3-dimensional
antisymmetric symbol 
abc




























































which is singular in that limit.





































































































































) in the appropriate compatibility conditions (given below). The solution of (1.17) may
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The evolution of the canonical momenta as determined from Hamilton's equations or, equiva-





























































(  + u) + 2v
ab
); (1.20c)






























































has been used, derived from the standard spatial Lie derivative. (Time derivatives have been
represented as @
t
, and is equivalent to the properly dened Lie derivative o of the surface [17, 4].)






















































































































































































































































































































































which is constructed from contractions of the intrinsic curvature of r
(3)
on .
The evolution equations (1.20) and (1.22) may either be regarded as Hamilton's equations derived





which results in (1.22) appearing as second order evolution equations in general. The remaining
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eld equations are the Gauss relation or Hamiltonian constraint [4]




































































































































































Dieomorphism invariance of the mNGT action guarantees that the Poisson brackets of the Hamil-
tonian and momentum constraints satisfy the same closing relations as GR [37, 38, 17], where the
fact that 
(ab)
appears in the Poisson bracket of the Hamiltonian constraint is discussed in more
detail in [4, 6].
One now has the exact evolution equations of mNGT, written in surface decomposed form that
is suitable for considering the Cauchy problem in more detail. As a rst-order system, one would
rst solve (1.10) for the Lagrange multipliers replacing them everywhere in Hamilton's equations
(1.20) and (1.22) and the Hamiltonian constraint (1.26a). There would then be four undetermined
Lagrange multipliers (N and N
a
, the lapse and shift functions, respectively) that may be chosen
arbitrarily, and four dieomorphism constraints (1.26) on the Cauchy data (1.6). To consider





), and replace them in the constraints as well as (1.22), the collection of which would then
become the Euler-Lagrange equations of mNGT.
2. Linearisation Instability
Considering the complexity of the eld equations, it would be somewhat too optimistic to attempt
to draw denite conclusions about global solutions of the mNGT eld equations (see however [31]).
Instead it will be sucient to consider the instantaneous problem here, choosing Cauchy data
for which the antisymmetric sector will be chosen to be an arbitrarily small perturbation of the
symmetric sector. Normally one would expect that that the perturbation of the initial data would
lead to evolution of the system that may be considered (at least for small enough times) as a
perturbation of GR evolution. All contributions from the antisymmetric sector to the symmetric
sector should appear at second-order, and the evolution equations would not normally drive the
perturbations to become large; indeed, this is precisely what the nave linearisation of the system
leads one to believe.
Instead one nds in general that the exact eld equations give contributions to the symmetric
sector that appear at background order (i.e., not as a small correction, but of the same order as
GR eects), and the eld equations that determine the evolution of the perturbations result in
arbitrarily large velocities. This not only invalidates the use of the linear approximation, but also
explicitly shows a Cauchy instability in mNGT.
To begin, we will show how the results of the linearisations performed in [28, 29, 5] (about a xed
GR background) may be retrieved by a nave (and incorrect) assumption on the Lagrange multiplier
elds in the Hamiltonian picture, or by dropping acceleration terms in the antisymmetric sector
eld equations that appear at higher-order, thereby revealing a constraint that does not properly
exist in the theory.
The relevant eld congurations are those in which the antisymmetric components of the funda-
mental tensor may be considered as perturbations of dominant GR (symmetric sector) components
on the initial data hypersurface 
0
. Thus, an expansion in powers of the antisymmetric components





) about the symmetric components 
(ab)
will be made, in which the components of the






































) will be indicated by O(skew
n
), spatial indices will be raised and
lowered using 
(ab)
and its inverse S
ab

























), therefore leaving the dominant O(skew
0
) terms of the symmetric sector Lagrange
multipliers identical to those of GR:












































































































































which are equivalent to (1.11) after dropping all contributions higher than O(skew
1
), and where the
linear order contribution to 
a

















Note that in dropping the contributions from the Lagrange multiplier b
a
, (1.11) has been required
to play a very dierent role in the linearised system than in the nonperturbative case. Whereas
in the exact treatment, the relation (1.11) is a condition determining the Lagrange multiplier b
a
,
in this linearisation it has become a constraint on the Cauchy data, and b
a
left at this stage as
an undetermined Lagrange multiplier. As 
a
1
are constraints, they must be preserved in time (to













Using the constraint (2.3) to determine W
a
, the linear contribution from (1.20a) clearly depends
on b
a

























































































































































(which is in fact equivalent to _
2a
 0), instead of the expected evolution equation. (The eld
W
a











are removed using (1.22b).) The equations (2.7) then play
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= 0, which do not involve acceleration terms and are therefore constraint
equations.




, presumably leading to a determination of b
a
instead of further constraints. This
would recover a system analogous to the massive Kalb-Ramond eld, and, consequently, the linear
approximation in [28, 29, 5]. A more systematic description has not been given since, as we shall
see, this system is not an accurate representation of weak antisymmetric sector dynamics. It will
be shown that no additional constraints properly exist, and the majority of choices of arbitrarily
small antisymmetric sector Cauchy data results in singular evolution. Avoiding such congurations
is possible by a particular choice of initial data, but in that case the system does not evolve in a
manner consistent with the above linearisation.


































which, combined with (1.18), may be used in order to determine the exact form of the acceleration



























that appear are once again removed by making use of (1.22b).
















































in (1.13), also leading to the form of






































which is clearly O(skew
 2
). The presence of the operator O
ab
2
in (2.9) immediately shows how
these acceleration terms disappear in the above linearised analysis, since it causes (2.9) to appear
at third-order, leaving these eld equations as constraints which do not truly exist in the theory.
Furthermore (2.9) will result in very poorly behaved accelerations near congurations where the
antisymmetric sector Cauchy data is small unless an ad hoc condition is imposed on the initial data,
leaving a nontrivial wave equation for B
a











































are the remaining non-acceleration contributions to the eld equations. The acceleration
of B
a



























(2.12), the right hand side is generally O(skew
 1
), resulting in unboundedly large accelerations
resulting from arbitrarily small antisymmetric sector Cauchy data on 
0
. (Note that the sign of
the right hand side of (2.12) is uncorrelated with that of B
a
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.) To avoid this, one could








eectively constraining the linear order contributions to (2.12) to vanish up to terms of higher-order.






















which is a nontrivial O(skew
1
) evolution equation for B
a
that is not reproduced by the nave
linearisation. (It is useful to note that the second order spatial derivatives that combine with
the time derivatives of B
a
to make (1.22a) a hyperbolic wave equation have also dropped out of
Z
[a?]
at linear order in (2.5), presumably reappearing at third order to give (2.14) the appropriate
hyperbolic form.)
From the rst-order point of view, the relation (1.16) determines the Lagrange multiplier b
a
in all cases when the operator O
ab
2




is degenerate then it may only be inverted on some subspace, determining
some components of b
a
and leaving the rest undetermined. The analysis of these cases would






) and therefore generally becomes singular for vanishingly small
antisymmetric sector, the presence of b
a
in (1.20a) would drive B
a
to evolve arbitrarily quickly as
one considers vanishingly small skew sector Cauchy data. Explicitly, the last term in (1.20a) may



































The presence of O
 1
2ab
in the last term indicates that unboundedly large velocities generally occur
for innitesimally small antisymmetric sector Cauchy data on 
0





will lead to similar behaviour for (1.22a). Once again choosing initial data



































). (Note that this alone does not guarantee that b
a
vanishes
smoothly with the vanishing of the antisymmetric sector, but it is straightforward to choose data




















), it is fairly straightforward to see






), the evolution of the sym-
metric sector will generally not resemble that of GR. The contributions from b
a
to the Hamiltonian
constraint and the symmetric sector evolution equations implies that the symmetric sector cannot
in general be considered as perturbative corrections to GR dynamics, since there are contributions
from the antisymmetric sector that show up at O(skew
0
). Even if one imposed (2.13) on 
0
, one
would have to check that it is preserved in time in order for the system to remain well-behaved
in evolution. This calculation would depend strongly on the chosen form of
3
 and will not be
pursued here. Nevertheless, it is clear that if one makes the choice (2.13), the resulting dynam-
ics cannot be well approximated by the linearised system, simply because there are no additional
constraints appearing. The evolution equation (1.20a) is not a constraint, and neither is (1.22a),
showing that the full six degrees of freedom in the antisymmetric sector propagate even in the weak
eld regime, contradicting the linearised results. This behaviour in the skew sector indicates that
the linearisation in [28, 29, 5] does not represent the weak-eld evolution as determined from the
full eld equations, and therefore cannot be trusted: mNGT is not linearisation stable about GR
backgrounds.
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It is clear that these instabilities (both linearisation and Cauchy) occur whenever the Lagrange
multiplier b
a
becomes singular as the perturbations of the Cauchy data vanish. The general form





















and one nds that in regions of spacetime where B
1
is vanishingly small (for example, in an exact
GR background or in the asymptotic region of an arbitrary asymptotically at spacetime), pertur-
bations may cause b
1













) to become very large. Thus although the Wyman sector solution [40, 7, 8] (which is




vanish globally, if one considers perturbations of these elds on 
0
, the above behaviour
reappears. Therefore, although the instabilities have been proven to exist for congurations very
close to purely GR spacetimes, one expects that any asymptotically at spacetime will also suer





ically nonvanishing [5], the unique asymptotically at, static spherically symmetric solution with
nontrivial antisymmetric sector (the Wyman solution) will also be unstable against perturbations.
This is essentially the same eect as was found in [16], where the eect of gravitational dynamics
on the constraints of various derivative coupled vector elds was studied. It was found that con-
straints on the vector eld may be lost when GR is considered as evolving concurrently with the
vector eld (as opposed to the vector eld evolving on a GR background). This manifested itself as
an increase in the number of degrees of freedom in the vector eld, and singular behaviour in the
evolution equations when approaching asymptotically at spacetimes. There one nds no evidence
of this when considering the vector eld dynamics on a xed GR background, which is analogous
to the linear approximation here.
Conclusions
It has been shown that arbitrarily small antisymmetric sector Cauchy data leads to singular evo-
lution for the majority of possible choices of perturbatively small antisymmetric sector initial data.
The results followed from an examination of the exact eld equations of the massive nonsymmetric
gravitational theory near purely general relativistic eld congurations, and has been demonstrated
by considering both the rst and second order points of view, showing how the nave linearisation
fails to accurately describe the system, even in those cases where the choice of initial data does
not lead to singular evolution. In doing so, it has been shown the constraints that guaranteed
good fall-o for the linearised elds do not properly exist even for weak elds. Given this, it seems
that the criterion for choosing the form of the mNGT action [5] has not truly been fullled, and it
remains unclear whether one has truly made an improvement over the original NGT action.
The failure of linearisation stability has been noted in GR for closed spaces [2], as well as in
cosmological situations where an additional constraint is imposed on 
0
[23, 34], although in this
case the system is known to be Cauchy stable [11]. Here it has been found that not only can the
linearised system not be trusted, but also that what appears to be benign perturbations of particular
initial data (i.e., as having very little eect on the evolution of the system as a whole) results in
very dierent evolution, in which some of the antisymmetric sector elds are given arbitrarily large
velocities.
This is clearly interpretable as a Cauchy instability in the usual sense, since the evolution of
generic congurations that are arbitrarily `close' to a GR spacetime (or part thereof) does not
smoothly depend on the initial data, and makes it dicult to physically interpret such spacetimes.
Denying the physical importance of these congurations amounts to labelling as unphysical purely
GR spacetimes and asymptotically at spacetimes, and a Newtonian limit would instead have to
be recovered in some (presumably stable) region of spacetime in which the antisymmetric sector is
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not small compared to the symmetric sector. Clearly if one does not allow asymptotically at (or
nearly so) spacetimes, nor regions of spacetime where the symmetric sector dominates to the point
where one essentially recovers GR physics locally, then these instabilities are avoided.
Despite the fact that these results indicate that the relevant (Wyman) solution would be unstable,
there are some encouraging phenomenological results on galaxy dynamics [35], as well as some
optimism that the collapse of spherically symmetric matter would be nonsingular [32, 36]. It is
possible to further modify the dynamics of NGT in order to remove these instabilities and thereby
recover this phenomenology by guaranteeing that three of the eld equations appear as constraints
rigorously, either imposed via Lagrange multipliers in the action [33], or leading to generalisations
of the model introduced in [10] that possess `gauge invariant kinetic terms'. Alternatively, given
that the antisymmetric sector should appear as a Kalb-Ramond eld [18], it is reasonable to expect
that there should be some tie between NGT and string theory [30]. It may then be the case that the
fundamentally nonlocal nature of strings (which does not have a Cauchy initial value formulation)
would cause the NGT eld equations to be an inadequate description of the system in particular
situations.
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